


TALK OF 
THE TOWN 
by Darin Burt 

''Conversations 
Begin Here," says the sign on the studio door. 

"The news is covered on TV and radio 
stations. We spend the time to do a little more of 
the story-we don't do interviews; we work to 
have conversations;' says Kent Adams, a 
longtime marketing and advertising executive, 
local broadcast veteran, and founder of the 
alternative talk show format. "Our approach is 
like we are sitting at the coffee shop, and we 
hear part of the conversation at the table next, 
and we want to listen in because it sounds 
interesting:” 

 Spokane Talks Online is just that-
Internet-based, meaning unlike radio, the 
recorded "podcasts" are available to listeners 
24/7. Since 2015, Adams and his crew of 
volunteer hosts and interns have been recording 
the community-oriented programs, which 
typically run 30 minutes. While some programs 
are streamed live (and recorded for playback), 
listeners at SpokaneTalksOnline. com are able to 
pick and choose the topics in which they are 
most interested. There are more than 1,000 
programs-from health to business, real estate to 
film and art-and there's even cooking shows and 
weekly reports with Spokane County Sheriff 
Ozzie Knezovich, who interviews local and 
visiting leaders in the public safety arena to find 
out what is working to make communities safer. 

"I'm all for borrowing good ideas. I gave 
one of our interns the assignment to research 
what others on the Internet were doing that 
was similar to what we were doing," says 
Adams. "A week later he reported that there's
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nobody else doing what we're doing. There 
are communities that have programs on 
sports or a particular topic, but nobody with 
our variety of programing." 

Spokane Talks Online regularly hosts 
interviews with primary and general election 
candidates for local, state and federal office. 

Sometimes the programs have farther 
reach. One of the most popular episodes was 
with the sheriff from Burns, Oregon, following a 
standoff where a self-styled armed militia group 
staged a takeover of the headquarters of the 
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge. The sheriff 
just happened to be in Spokane, and had no 
plans to speak with media, but came into the 
studio for two half-hour conversations about the 
incident, and how it effected those in the local 
community. That podcast has been listened to by 
thousands of people across the country. 

You might wonder if Spokane has 
enough story material to fill up the time slots. 
"That's not a problem at all." Adams says. 
"We're at a point where we're receiving calls 
from people who want to promote an event or 
just tell their story. We're always looking to add 
new programs. 

"When I came to Spokane 40 years ago, 
I started work with the Chamber of Commerce 
(located across the street from the Spokane 
Talks Online studios in the old Catholic diocese 
office on West Riverside Avenue) ... I think 
we're a big enough community to have good 
conversations and lots of them." 
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